Testing Alkali-Reactivity of Selected Concrete Aggregates
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Abstract. In the present paper, results of alkali reactivity tests for selected silica aggregates, both rapid and slow alkali reactive, with the use of ASTM procedures, have been presented. The tests have covered the determination of the aggregate silica content dissolved in a solution of sodium hydroxide; scale of the expansion of mortar and concrete bars with the silica aggregate and high-alkali cement; as well as scale of the expansion of the mortar bars stored in a sodium hydroxide solution at 80 °C. Exemplary photographs of the microstructure of alkali reaction products for the selected silica aggregates have also been presented. Summing up the results of standard methods of the aggregate testing, considering their alkali sensitivity, the method which tests the deformation of the concrete bars including the aggregate at issue and increased alkali content cement seems to be the most conclusive. However, the test duration up to 180 days is too short, particularly for defining the slow-reactive aggregates reactivity, such as, for example, granites or quartzites. A major diagnostic symptom which confirms the occurrence of the alkali-aggregate reaction is the presence of the reaction products (alkali silicate gel) in the concrete.
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1. Introduction

The varying aggregate properties, in particular those related to the rate of the alkali reaction, make it necessary to apply standard testing methods and assessment criteria for the aggregate reactivity [1]. The aim of the present paper has been to estimate alkali reactivity of selected silica aggregates with the application of a variety of standard testing methods.

In the tests carried out, the ASTM methods have been used as the most complete as well as providing the starting points for developing testing methods by RILEM TC 106 [2]. The ASTM C 289 chemical test has been used [3], together with long-term methods of testing mortar expansion in compliance with the ASTM C 227 [4] and concrete expansion in compliance with the ASTM C 1293 [5], as well as the accelerated mortar test in compliance with the ASTM C 1260 [6]. Tests of mortar and concrete microstructure after the alkali-silica reaction have been conducted by means of scanning microscopy combined with X-ray analysis within the microsurface.

The present paper includes test results and alkali reactivity assessment of the selected silica aggregates, both rapid and slow alkali reactive. The results of silica dissolving in a sodium hydroxide solution have been compared, as well as scale of the expansion of the mortar and concrete bars with silica aggregate and high-alkali content cement, and scale of the expansion of the mortar bars stored in a sodium hydroxide solution at 80 °C.

Exemplary photographs showing the products microstructure of the selected silica aggregates-alkali reaction have been presented.

2. Properties of alkali-reactive silica aggregates

It is generally acknowledged that alkali-reactive aggregates are divided into two types: rapid and slow alkali-reactive. Initially, the term of alkali-reactive aggregates was applied to rapid reactive, porous and occasionally hydrated silica minerals, such as opal or chalcedony, as well as a variety of heterogenic rock types, including chert, flint or certain types of volcano glass, which could be extremely reactive even during standard field performance [7]. Currently, reactions with the aggregate obtained from well-crystallised, higher-density quartz rocks, such as greywackes, sandstones, clay-mica slates or metamorphic rocks, are observed in concrete. Despite the slow reaction course in case of aggregates containing these rocks, the reaction leads to delayed concrete expansion and destruction. Also micro-crystalline or imperfectly crystallised quartz (stressed quartz) may be the reason for alkali reactivity in similar slow alkali-reactive aggregates [8].

In recent years, many researchers have noted an increase of new types of rocks which are alkali-reactive in concrete. Dolar-Mantuani [9] has collected the information and presented a list of potentially reactive rocks. In case of potentially reactive aggregates, regard to the rock type as the only criterion is inadequate, in particular for assessing polycrystalline, slow-reactive rocks. French [1] also suggests that a complete description of potentially reactive rocks is required. In like manner, Jensen [10]
claims that alkali reactivity of slow-expansive rocks may be estimated through a microstructure analysis and well known field observations, rather than basing on a list of rocks derived from the traditional classification.

3. Applied methods of aggregate alkali reactivity testing

Potential aggregate reactivity has been estimated by means of a quick chemical method in accordance with the ASTM C 289 [3]. In ground aggregate, the content of silica dissolved in a sodium hydroxide solution at 80 °C was determined and the decrease in the solution alkalinity was measured. The interpretation of the test results is not univocal, but it is usually assumed that the potentially deleterious reaction will occur if test results are contained to the right of the borderline marked in the chart. The potentially deleterious aggregates, represented by the points above the dashed line, may be highly alkali-reactive, but their field performance demonstrates a relatively low expansion [11]. It is believed that this method may not be suitable for all aggregate types; nevertheless, it does provide an adequate indicator for certain aggregate types and continues to be used in some cases [12].

Mortar bar expansion tests have been conducted in accordance with the ASTM C 227 method. From the aggregate tested of recommended graining, bars are made with the use of cement containing over 0,8 % of Na₂O. The bars are stored over water at 38 °C, their expansion being thus accelerated, and displaying a tendency to be larger than at either higher or lower temperatures. The aggregate tested is reactive if expansion exceeds 0,1 % after 6 months.

In order to reduce the duration of the mortar bars, expansion test, an accelerated method with the use of high temperature (80 °) and the medium of the sodium hydroxide solution (the ASTM C1260 method) has been devised [6]. This method enables to detect the potential of the deleterious alkali-silica reaction in mortar bars within 16 days. Indirectly, it detects the capacity of the aggregates to be used in concrete for the internal deleterious expansion caused by the alkali-silica reaction progress.

The long-term test method included in the ASTM C 1293 [5] covers the determination of the aggregate capacity for the alkali-silica reaction which causes concrete expansion. For this method the aggregate reactivity is related to the expansion volume exceeding 0,04 %, measured after 180 days of concrete curing. The concrete composition assumes the influence of the cement-contained alkali on the aggregate under extreme conditions, at the content of 5,25 kg of Na₂O in 1 m³ of concrete. This method provides test results supplementary to those obtained by means of other methods. Table 1 summarises these test methods.

The tests of mortar and concrete microstructures after the alkali-silica reaction have been conducted by means of scanning microscopy combined with X-ray analysis within the microsurface.

4. Experiments

4.1. Materials used in tests

In the present work several types of silica aggregates have been used. One of these is a Middle-Devonian quartzitic sandstone. The main quartzite mineral is microcrystalline quartz, and the binding agent is the secondary quartz binder which surrounds and joins the quartz grains. Chalcedony grains are also to be found. The other aggregate was obtained from granite, whose main components are quartz, microcrystalline quartz, potassium feldspar, plagioclases and biotite. The aggregate obtained though the breaking up of hornstone, ie silified limestone, has also been used in tests. In this case,
the silica saturates limestone layers or creates lenticular forms of silification, and – occasionally – hornstone forms. Quartz occurs in them in the form of dovetailing grains or chalcedony spherulites with irregular or streaky textures. As a model alkali-reactive aggregate, quartz sand with opal addition of 4% weight has been used.

In the research work with the ASTM C 227 and ASTM C 1260 methods three Portland cements CEM I obtained by grinding of industrial clinkers to surface of 370 m²/kg have been used. An increase in the alkalies content has been obtained by the addition of K₂SO₄ to each cement on condition that total SO₃ content in the cements was 3,0%. In the ASTM C 1293 method a cement marked with „B” has been used and increase in the alkalies content has been obtained by the addition of NaOH. The clinkers mineralogical composition and sodium and potassium contents in cements are presented in Table 2 included in the enclosure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C₃S</td>
<td>58,4</td>
<td>52,0</td>
<td>56,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>βC₂S</td>
<td>16,9</td>
<td>23,8</td>
<td>16,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₂A</td>
<td>2,1</td>
<td>7,2</td>
<td>12,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₃A₂F</td>
<td>17,0</td>
<td>11,0</td>
<td>9,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₂S·H₂</td>
<td>5,4</td>
<td>5,6</td>
<td>5,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na₂O</td>
<td>0,26</td>
<td>0,19</td>
<td>0,25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K₂O</td>
<td>0,52</td>
<td>1,08</td>
<td>1,44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na₂Oe</td>
<td>0,6</td>
<td>0,9</td>
<td>1,2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Results of alkali reactivity tests

Results of the alkali reactivity tests for quartzite and granite aggregates, hornstone and quartz sand with opal have been shown in Figs 1–4.

Measurements of aggregate solubility in a sodium hydroxide solution have been presented in Fig 1; measurements of the mortar expansion – in Fig 2; Fig 3 shows results of the mortar expansion tested by means of the accelerated method; and Fig 4 – results of the concrete expansion.

Comparative mortar test results obtained by means of the ASTM C 227 method and the accelerated method in accordance with the ASTM C 1260 have been presented in Fig 5.

The results obtained by means of the chemical method in accordance with the ASTM C 289 place opal and granite in the field of potentially reactive aggregate, while the results for quartzite and hornstone demonstrate that these are irreactive aggregates (Fig 1). This result is not unambiguous and cannot be a criterion for approval or rejection of an aggregate to be used in concrete. The problem related to aggregate assessment on the basis of a chemical test can result from the methodology of the soluble silica (S₅) determination as other calcium ions present in the solution may cause a misassessment of the soluble silica content as well as they can affect the solution’s alkalinity (R₅).

![Fig 1. Illustration of division between innocuous and potentially deleterious aggregates on the basis of reduction in alkalinity test (ASTM C 289)](image1)

![Fig 2. Expansion of mortar bars containing quartzitic sandstone, hornstone, quartz sand with opal and granite aggregate (ASTM C 227 method)](image2)
Following the criterion of borderline expansion for a reactive aggregate amounting to at least 0.1% after 180 days, scale of the expansion of mortar bars with opal-containing quartz sand only has shown that it is a reactive aggregate. However, the bars with the remaining three aggregate types: quartzite, hornstone and granite have not shown expansion which would testify to aggregate alkali reactivity (Fig 2) during the test of up to 180 days. Mortar bars with a granite aggregate demonstrated expansion exceeding 0.1% only after 21 months and in the further test period this expansion still increased and the samples developed cracks and fractures [13].

![Fig 3. Expansion of mortar bars containing quartzitic sandstone, hornstone, quartz sand with opal and granite aggregate (ASTM C 1260 test)](image)

In contrast, the results of the accelerated expansion test of the mortar bars with the aggregates tested (mortar bars stored in NaOH solution at 80 °C) have shown, in all cases, expansion exceeding 0.1% after 16 testing days (Fig 3), which remains in compliance with the reactive/non-reactive criterion; all aggregates tested have demonstrated alkali reactivity. The accelerated method has been very popular recently, and in many cases the aggregate potential reactivity determined by means of the accelerated method is confirmed by field performance.

Similarly, the expansion of mortar bars with quartzite sandstone, measured in compliance with the ASTM C 1293, clearly suggests the occurrence of the alkali-silica reaction in concrete (Fig 4). After 180 days the measured expansion volume amounted to 0.04% and continued to grow rapidly after subsequent measurement periods. These results classify the quartzite sandstone aggregate tested as a clearly alkali reactive aggregate.

![Fig 4. Expansion of concrete prism with quartzitic sandstone in the ASTM C 1293 test](image)

The final expansion (Fig 5) of the mortar bars containing a reactive silica aggregate (quartz sand with opal) tested with the accelerated method (ASTM C 1260) shows a good correlation with the test results of the mortar bars expansion (ASTM C 227). In the [14] paper one has also obtained a good correlation between concrete expansion determined according to the ASTM C 1293 (after 180 days) and mortar expansion in the accelerated method (ASTM C 1260) after 14 days.

![Fig 5. Comparison of the results of ASTM C 227 test and ASTM C 1260 method. A – cement with 0.6 % Na₂Oe, B – cement with 0.9 % Na₂Oe, C – cement with 1.2 % Na₂Oe](image)

The accelerated method can be used for quality control of the alkali reactive aggregates, making it possible to predict the expansion of the concrete basing on the maximum concrete expansion, obtained after 14 days.

While analysing the test results obtained, and taking the views quoted in [15–17] into account, one can claim that the chemical method and the long-term method of the mortar bar testing may underestimate alkali reactivity of a slow reactive aggregate. More reliable in their assessment of aggregate reactivity are expansion measurements of mortar stored in a sodium hydroxide solution, as well as expansion of the concrete bars with an extremely high alkali content (5.25 kg of Na₂Oe in 1 m³ of concrete). This conclusion finds confirmation in the occurrence of the alkali-silica reaction in concrete structures after a long period of use [18].
4.3. Microstructural analysis

The photographs showing the microstructure of mortars with an alkali reactive aggregate have been shown in Figs 6–9.

Rapid alkali reactive aggregates, such as opal, can react through dissolving and forming the alkali silicate gel both next to the reactive grain’s surface (Fig 6) and inside it. The reaction occurs in the zones or combinations with the aggregate, thus causing the appearance of microcracks, dissolving some silica grains, and forming the gel.

For slow reactive aggregates (Fig 7), the reaction is likely to start from the output cracks, non-uniformities or grain combinations, which provide a route for the alkaline pore solution. A certain part of reactive grains only may be capable of the alkali reaction. Despite the fact that a small amount of gel is produced, it may cause the separation of the combined grains, expansion and aggregate cracking. The appearing cracks seem to be more noticeable, longer and with clearly defined borders. These cracks may be more sensitive to stress during a concrete structure operating.

Reaction products, i.e. the potassium-sodium-calcium silicates, with varied compositions, are observed both in the microcracks in reactive grains (Fig 8), in microcracks
in cement paste and in air voids (Fig 9). Reaction products which occur in mortars or concretes have varied compositions. In case of testing a mortar with a reactive silica aggregate in a sodium hydroxide solution, reaction products are sodium-and-calcium silicates. However, the reaction product in high-alkali content cement mortars is the potassium-sodium-calcium silicate gel. Differences in reaction products morphology are also observed: their structures range from isotropic to crypto-crystalline. The reaction product, initially as the potassium-sodium-silicate gel, binds calcium ions and in area situated away from the silica aggregate reactive grain surface it finally becomes a potassium-sodium-calcium silicate.

5. Concluding remarks

The results of chemical tests, which are conducted rapidly, do not always enable an assessment of aggregate behaviour in a high alkali concrete.

Expansion of the mortar bars with a rapid alkali reactive aggregate shows a good correlation with the aggregate performance in concrete built into structures, but a long time is needed to assess a given aggregate. In case of slow reactive alkali aggregates, even after 180 days, no expansion exceeding 0.1% is observed, and thus suggesting that the aggregate is alkali reactive, since in this case the alkali-silica reaction occurs very slowly, and its consequences can only become noticeable after several years [19].

Test results obtained through the accelerated method may be particularly useful for those aggregates which react slowly or produce a delayed expansion. However, these tests do not allow to assess a behaviour of the aggregate-binder combination under the conditions of the concrete performance. When an excessive expansion is observed, additional tests are recommended to confirm that the expansion is indeed caused by the alkali-silica reaction. Additional information can be provided by microstructure tests which enable the identification of the alkali reaction products, as well as other available methods allowing to estimate the aggregate behaviour through a record of concrete properties during field performance.

Summing up the standard aggregate testing methods in terms of aggregate alkali sensitivity, the most conclusive is the method of testing the deformation of the concrete bars, containing the aggregate tested and a higher alkali content cement. However, the recommended test duration of up to 180 days is too short, especially for reactivity determination of slow-reactive aggregates, such as granites or quartzites.

The appearance of cracks in hardened concrete may be related to a number of factors, such as drying shrinkage, thermal stresses, reinforcing steel corrosion, poor load-carrying capacity of the structure, structure overload, external load, chemical corrosion, and the like. Still, the occurrence of reaction products (gel) and microcracks is the major diagnostic symptom which confirms the occurrence of the alkali-aggregate reaction [20]. This reaction produces the swelling alkali silicate gel in aggregate grains and around them, which causes expansion, and as a result of the occurring strain, microcracks appear.

One of the many techniques for ASR determination in concrete is the scanning microscopy method combined with X-ray analysis within the microsurface, whose popularity is at present increasing. In the reactive grains of the aggregate which comes from various types of rocks, reaction products of varied composition can be observed, as well as various types of fractures, microcracks and disintegration of the aggregate grains. In case of slow reactive aggregates, a certain part of the reactive grains only can be capable of the alkali reaction, and the reaction is likely to begin at the output cracks, non-uniformities or grain combinations, which provide a route for the alkaline pore solution. The appearance of even a small amount of gel can cause expansion and aggregate cracking. Fine grains which rapidly react with the alkali (eg opal) produce occasional microcracks and the alkali silicate gel may be observed both inside and around the reactive grain.

Chemical test results have demonstrated that these tests are conducted rapidly, but they are not conclusive. Scale of the expansion in the mortar bars with a rapid alkali reactive aggregate shows a good correlation with the aggregate performance in concrete built into structures, but a longer time is needed to assess a given aggregate. In case of slow alkali reactive aggregates, even after 180 days, no expansion exceeding 0.1% is observed, and thus suggesting that the aggregate is alkali reactive. The accelerated method may be particularly useful for those aggregates which react slowly or produce a delayed expansion. However, these tests do not allow to assess a behaviour of the aggregate-binder combination under the conditions of the concrete performance.
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